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created by damien plisson and acclaimed by users all around the world, audirvana has quickly
established itself as the world leader in paid audio software for mac owners by allowing music lovers

who use macos to replace apples itunes and take advantage of optimal sound quality, whether using hd
online music services or managing locally stored files, including high resolution formats. and july 2018,
for pc owners, audirvana also launched the new version of audirvana for windows 10 for pc owners. i'm

having the same problem as others, it hangs when trying to sync my playlists and the sync process
eventually quits. i have tried your solution of deleting the audirvana folder and starting over and it won't

let me do it. i get the error message "the operation can't be completed because the item with the
specified name isn't an object of the specified type." and the only way to get rid of this error is to restart

the machine. this happens every time i try to sync. so, thanks for the great tutorial for audirvana on
mac, i got it to work! however, when i click on the + sign in the properties window, it does nothing and it
does not give me any errors. i am using mac osx sierra version 10.12.3 and audirvana version 3.2.14. hi,
i have followed your suggestions in the post above and everything is working great. however, my issue
is that i cannot find a way to sync tracks in audirvana without having to always re-import them. i keep

having to click the +, select the music and then import each time. i use a large music library so this is a
big problem for me.
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i am also a rooster player. i have been a user since the late 90's and am a happy rooster customer. i
also use audirvana, but i did not like the cloud streaming service. it is not a music app. roon is a music
app. to be perfectly honest, roon is a very solid app. i have been a roon user for a few years now and

have never had any major problems with it. my main problems with audirvana have been the licensing
terms (i have no interest in streaming music) and the monthly charge. i wish roon was a non-cloud app,
but there are only a few non-cloud apps on the app store. i use roon on my iphone, ipad, mac, pc and

roon server. the vast majority of my music library resides on the roon server. i am a happy roon
customer. if the licensing issue with audirvana were not an issue, i would still probably buy it because i

am a big fan of audirvana studio and audirvana has a lot of good features. what i do not like about
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audirvana is that it is a software-based media player, not a full-featured computer-based music player. i
use it to listen to music and have been testing audirvana studio for a while, and i have not been

impressed with the quality of the music playback. its been buggy, has a strange ui, and just generally
been lacking in features. i have a lot of experience with audirvana studio. i am not really a feature guy. i

want to listen to music. if my home music library is on my roon server, why do i need audirvana? i do
not. i guess the way i use roon is the way i use audirvana, so i feel like i am comparing apples to

oranges when i compare them. i use audirvana studio as a standalone app, but it is obviously not a full-
featured music player. its always been buggy. if i want to listen to music, i just do it on my computer or
on my smartphone. i am not a full-featured computer user. i am not a full-featured music player user. i

have been a rooster player user for many years. i have a lot of experience with the product and i love it.
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